
Membership Types

fe-Commerce Membership Types
Clubshopper:  All  member  types  listed  on  this  page  are
Clubshoppers, enjoying equal privileges within the TNT FREE
Global Market. As Clubshoppers, they have the opportunity to
earn Cashback, Coupons, and Special Offers. When they make at
least one purchase in a given month, they also gain the right
to earn commissions based on the fe-Commerce Compensation Plan
throughout the entire TNT FREE Global Market.

Advocate: An Advocate is an active Clubshopper who goes beyond
being  a  customer  by  actively  promoting  the  fe-Commerce
movement. The term “Advocate” signifies their dedicated role
in  advocating  for  the  movement  and  reflects  their  active
engagement in raising awareness and generating interest. This
definition underscores their significant contribution to the
fe-cause.

VIP: VIP stands for Vested Income Partner, and represents an
Advocate deeply committed to making advocacy a significant
part  of  their  life.  VIPs  are  equipped  with  an  advanced
Marketing and CRM Platform designed to accelerate growth and
professionally manage their TNT Free Global Market. In doing
so, they play a pivotal role in advancing the Global Market
development for all Clubshoppers and Advocates within it. VIP
status is automatically conferred upon those who subscribe to
the Global Partner System with the annual resale license or
GPS VIP, recognizing their dedication to our shared mission.
As VIPs, they’re also entitled to earn an additional stream of
income as outlined in the VIP Business Plan.

Merchant Affiliate (MA): MAs are companies that embrace the
fe-Commerce  philosophy  and  movement.  By  adhering  to  the
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‘Charter of the fe-Commerce Merchant,’ they are committed to
increasing their turnover, gaining customer appreciation, and
fostering  loyalty.  They  achieve  this  by  offering  their
products and services to the fe-Commerce global community, all
while  simultaneously  contributing  to  our  mission  of
eradicating poverty, improving people’s revenue, and making
the world fairer. MAs are also integral members of the TNT
Free Global Market, enjoying all the privileges and benefits
that this affiliation entails.

Affinity Group (AG): AGs are non-profit entities that can also
enjoy the privileges of the TNT Free Global Market, making it
an  excellent  fundraising  resource  for  them.  When  ClubShop
Members shop within their fe-Commerce Global Market, whether
it’s at any Clubshop fe-Commerce participating merchant online
or  at  any  local  fe-Commerce  Merchant  store,  AGs  earn
donations. This innovative concept of fe-Commerce not only
benefits individuals but also has a profound positive impact
on society at large. It helps Affinity Groups worldwide raise
funds, promoting inclusivity and fairness on a global scale.
By embracing and advocating the fe-Commerce Movement to their
supporter  base,  AGs  empower  themselves  to  make  the  world
fairer while simultaneously achieving their fundraising goals.
This synergy between fe-Commerce and non-profit organizations
amplifies the potential for positive change and contributes to
building a more equitable world.

Pioneers (PR): Pioneers may request fe-Commerce exclusivity in
their specific industry. They are companies of national or
international  interest,  leaders  in  their  industry,  who
wholeheartedly embrace the fe-Commerce philosophy as Merchant
Affiliates from its early stages. This is when the fe-Commerce
movement  is  still  relatively  unknown  and  requires  strong
support from key players. Pioneers must share our vision and
possess a clear understanding of how fe-Commerce aligns with
the United Nations Sustainability Goal 1: ‘NO Poverty.’

Pioneers  can  significantly  contribute  to  expediting  fe-
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Commerce’s efforts to raise global awareness about its role in
achieving the UN ‘NO Poverty’ goal. This is exactly what the
world needs.

Prospective  Pioneer  candidates  can  get  in  touch  with  fe-
Commerce coordinators and apply via this form to get contacted
within 24 hours.”

Once more: What does VIP mean?

VIP stands for Vested Income Partner. The easiest and fastest
way to qualify as a VIP is by subscribing to the Clubshop
Global Partner System with the Resale license: the GPS VIP.
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